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WinVRS-LT Vehicle Re-
cording Software will

add efficiency to your truck
scale operation at an economi-
cal price. WinVRS-LT’s easy-
to-use Windows®-based sys-
tem allows for multiple opera-
tors and is versatile enough to
provide detailed reports on ve-
hicles and materials weighed.
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WinVRS -LT
< Vehicle Weight Management Made Easy >

WinVRS-LT is the culmination of over 50 years of Cardinal
truck scale industry knowledge and programming expertise
combined to create an economical software package that gives
you control over your truck scale operation. From the simple
to use start up menu, navigate directly to the transaction screen
by pressing just one key. Simply enter or select the vehicle ID
and WinVRS-LT will immediately recall the information stored
for that particular vehicle.

Each vehicle can be associated with a unique account,
material, and one user-defined ID field for extended control.
Multiple materials and accounts can be assigned on the fly or
designated for manager control.

During any of the operations, the operator can have
immediate assistance by pressing the F1 key to receive a
detailed help guide to answer specific questions.

Editing vehicle information is easy. Either from the transaction
screen or the menu, select the vehicle to edit or create a new
one. Any of these features can be under specific manager
password control.

Full complement of reports to track
daily operations, including an easy to
use export utility for sending transac-
tion records to another program.

Materials can be tracked by weight,
unit, or load. Easily enter materials,
prices, tax status, and track materi-
als on hand.

Cardinal Scale reserves the right to improve, enhance or modify features and specifications without prior notice.

Entering transactions is always just
one keystroke away.

For applications that require networking,
unattended operations, accounting soft-
ware interfaces, or custom applications,
Cardinal offers                     ,   the ultimate
Vehicle Recording System.

2 GHz processor (minimum)
128 MB RAM, 48x CD
56K modem, 17” monitor
40 GB hard drive
Sound, mouse, keyboard

Windows  XP Professional
Next business day, on-site,
3-year hardware support
from Dell
Okidata  320 printer
One year software support

 ®  ®  ®

 ®

 ®

The Complete WinVRS-LT System Includes:
Dell  Optiplex  Celeron PC
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